
As the Government releases more guidelines on how employers 
and their employees should prepare for the return to work, 
we appreciate there will be increased apprehension about the 
health and well-being of staff due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Now is the time to plan for the return of employees to ensure 
their ongoing safety in their working environment.

Driven by scientific advice and our extensive experiences of 
working closely with customers working with COVID-19, we 
have developed a comprehensive range of products critical to 
ensuring the health and safety of employees as they return to 
the workplace.

Thank you to all of our customers  
in this time of crisis
To all of our customers helping in the fight against 
COVID-19, whether through patient care, diagnostic 
testing, scientific research, volunteering or simply by 
acting responsibly and observing the guidance on social 
distancing – we salute you!

Helping You to Make 
Your Work Environment

SAFER

sales@analab.co.uk or sales@analab.ie@

Hand Sanitiser
 

Aprons Disinfectant 
Wipes 

Disinfectant 
Wipe Refills 

Face Visor  

Paper Wipes 

Air Cleaner

Keyboard  
Sanitiser Spray

Face Masks

Sanitising  
Station

Hand Creams  
& Cleansers

Room & Car 
Fogger

Protective 
Screens 

Hands-Free 
Dispenser

Dosing System 

Air Purification 
Steriliser 

Please note that due to high demand, stock availability may be subject to change on certain lines. Contact us for the latest information on availabilityi

Northern Ireland: +44(0) 2892 621100 Republic of Ireland: +353(0) 1 4069464 WWW www.analab.co.uk or www.analab.ie

Disinfectant 
Sprays

Mask Ear Guards

https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/Hand%20Sanitiser
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/apron?contains=cov
https://www.analab.ie/product/COV1100
https://www.analab.ie/product/COV1102
https://www.analab.ie/product/COV1015
https://www.analab.ie/product/CLE2216
https://www.analab.ie/product/UVR1000
https://www.analab.ie/product/COV1212
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/face%20mask?contains=cov
https://www.analab.ie/product/COV1220
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/Hand%20care?contains=cOV
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/sanitiser%20blast
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/cov?segments=AEL&contains=screen
https://www.analab.ie/product/COV1246
https://www.analab.ie/product/CLE1144#tab-5
https://www.analab.ie/product/UVR1006#tab-1
https://www.analab.ie/segment/DEFAULT/1?desc=Cleaning&segments=ACM-5&contains=cov
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/disinfectant%20spray?contains=cov
https://www.analab.ie/product/COV1096


Forehead  
Thermometers

Infrared  
Thermometer

Oversleeves

Industrial Label 
Printer

Barrier Tapes Floor Tapes Safety Signs
 

Floor Signs Banners 

Please note: Customers manufacturing hand sanitiser for sale/
distribution must seek appropriate guidance from the HSE 
including, but not limited to, obtaining a derogation certificate.

*

We are a business all about people, so if you have any specific 
requirements call us and rest assured operating from 8am to 
8pm, our dedicated team will do all we can to help. 

We’re here to help protect you and your team.

Justrite 
Safety Cabinets

Safety  
Cabinets

sales@analab.co.uk or sales@analab.ie@Northern Ireland: +44(0) 2892 621100 Republic of Ireland: +353(0) 1 4069464 WWW www.analab.co.uk or www.analab.ie

Temperature 
Measurement 
Kiosk

Nitrile Gloves, 
AQL 1.5

Portable Vaccine 
Coolers 

https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/forhead%20strip
https://www.analab.ie/product/COV1037
https://www.analab.ie/product/SAF0150
https://www.analab.ie/product/LAB4606
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/covid?contains=barrier
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/covid?contains=floor&notcontains=sign
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/covid?contains=sign
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/covid?contains=floor,sign
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/cov?contains=banner
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/justrite?segments=AKM&contains=flammable
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/asecos?contains=fire
https://www.analab.ie/product/COV1124
https://www.analab.ie/product/SAF8578
https://www.analab.ie/search/DEFAULT/1/cov?contains=cooler

